[The dynamics of the brain heat fields of rats in the late postresuscitation period during stress].
By thermoencephaloscopy method the temperature relief of the rats cerebral cortex was studied after the clinical death and reanimation. The rehabilitation of the animals neurological status was completed in 1-2 days. In the remote postresuscitation period (up to 2 months), expressed disturbances were revealed of the background thermomaps and of thermal reactions of the cerebral hemispheres, evoked by the stress influence. Pathologic mosaics of thermal characteristics was revealed in conditions of relative rest and disturbance of dynamics of the brain temperature reactions and the character of interhemispheric asymmetries at stress influence. Individual character is pointed out of postreanimative pathology, which is manifest both in the background thermomaps and after the functional load. The results of the studies suggest the importance of individual approach in rehabilitation therapy of postreanimative disease.